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About This Content

Silver Avalonian bundle is available for purchase only in the period of Early Access.

If you have the Silver Founder title, do not purchase this bundle. In a short time, you will get it for free as it is included in your
founder bundle. You can purchase other DLC bundles and get the listed bonuses.

Bonuses will be distributed as soon as the corresponding game mechanics are introduced:

Bundle includes:

Premium currency to the amount of $50;

Box with unique items;

Forum and game title: Silver Avalonian Bundle;

3 additional slots in your inventory;

Personal teleporter to a peaceful area with 30 min cooldown;

5 unique personal cabin decor elements;
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5 unique hangar decor elements;

Unique pet-drone;

Unique quad bike skin;

Unique wings skin;

Unique buggy skin.
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Title: Project Genom - Silver Avalon Pack
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
NeuronHaze
Publisher:
NeuronHaze
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10 (64-bit only)

Processor: 2 GHz quad-core Intel or AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

English,Russian
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Spent $10 for this game and it crashes right when i click to play the game. Screen goes black then says it crashed and to send the
report to the developers. This is stupid. Really doubt i will get my money back or an update since the last update seems to be
from 2016... Whatever. the most diverse yet IMHO the best out of the three Supergiant Games' games. Drone Hero is one
incredibly great game. I've had a hard time finding VR games that actually provide fun gameplay, but this one is a real winner!
The controls are intuitive, the levels are fun and sometimes really challenging, and the music is just great. I'd say this is basically
a must-have for any Vive or Oculus owner.. Some good ideas and lots of potential but needs loads more work.
. This plane is a wonderful addition to your virtual hangar. Carenado pays special attention to the little detail such as moveable
sun visors, windows that can be opened etc. There is an ADF and VOR, though no ILS (this is a Cessna 152). I had some trouble
setting the ADF at first, but it did not take long to figure out that you have to hold the mouse slightly below the frequency
numbers to set the entire frequency. The flight characteristics are exactly like the real thing, and combined with Accu-Feel, it is
almost like climbing into the actual plane. A great way to see the country side from a new perspective.. good idea but lots of
bugs in the end its fun. Great bugman simulator

I really feel like a war criminal running from an oppressive ancap martian government. After playing this game for a hour, I
can't help myself and decided to write a review about this. This is a very interesting survival game. While everything seems
basic, but I can imagine myself in those survival senerios making basic tools just to fish, set a trap and survive while mother
nature brings the challenge. I enjoy the little randomness on fishing; bad luck can happen and sometime it really bites me if I
couldn't catch a fish, which is pretty realistic in a sense and a bit punishable due to the randomness of fishing.

There are few bugs and crash here and there, these are just minior area needs debugging.

So far, good job creating this game. Thank you.. The best I can say about this is that I did enjoy the 15 minutes I spent in it, but
that was all the time it took to complete all 36 levels. The levels themselves were very easy, and took at most 5-15 seconds per
level. Non of them are that hard. The description is an out-right lie, with almost non of it actually being in the game. Not worth
the $2 pricetag in my opinion.. A good start for a building sim. I have no qualms paying the current sale price of 6 dollars to
support this endeavor. I like the higher detail of textures, so far no slow frame rate issues.
 The radio was a nice touch, an option for the volume to gradually fade the further away one is from it might be nice. I like the
ability to use shovel and seed to grow crops. Perhaps further down the road using the pipes for irrigation? Other suggestions as
the developer seems open are Stars at night? Object import? terrain deformation?
 The mechanics for building are intuitive, solid and fun. If you are into the builder niche get it, if not look elsewhere.
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Update: The game plays a hundred times smoother now after not playing it for a while. It is really nice. I was really impressed
how much smoother everything feels.

You can play the game with a mouse and keyboard and it's so fun. The passing game is unlike anything I've ever played and the
running game is reminiscent of Tecmo but better, The teams are really cool and creatively named. I have been having alot of fun
playing this game and i can see myself playing it for a very long time. The only thing i was kinda looking for was the ability to
pump fake when passing but after playing a couple games I feel that the game is still super fun without pump faking, You can
scramble, juke effectively, and dive.. Good, not great. Good. Good story, characters, well written bla bla bla. If only this is not a
sequel, it would been great. Continuity is depressingly lacking. Very minimal effort put forth to bring our choices from past
game to now. I mean, I didn't train new recruits to defeat a legend in order save the world then forgotten about so soon,
regardless of peace or not. I HAD a team. Where are they? Only one person looked for me! Past game's achievement or
progress alongside character development are very minimal except few core stats. We are put in a different role rail roadedly.
We could be playing same story as a Superlative as well. If you can look past this flaw, please go ahead and buy.

6\/10 Good game, bad sequel. The  Superlatives Arbiter : Shattered  Worlds Progression. Top notch lo-fi racing with a twist that
exceeds novelty and becomes a gem. It feels as good as it looks, and sounds nice too. The controls are easy, the learning curve is
comfortable, and the skill ceiling is high. Exploring and doing stunts offers more casual fun aside from the racing. The single
player campaign, specifically the stunt missions, are the only thing I'd call remotely trash. Thats a lot coming from me, as I am a
huge snob.

I'd like to see more!. dumb game no point to it the and you can not read the print in the game for what your selling. This is one
of the most easy-to-use recording software that have really good features. i just hope it will be something bigger one day. To be
honest: I really like the main game. Most of the tracks in the main game are at least good but most of the time even very good.

And, there is this DLC...
The maps are designed for "maximum" air-time which it self is ok BUT the map design for that is just horrible.
Seriously: I never played maps in games of this style that are as bad as here. You are still in the last meters of an cornor and
JUMP in the opposite direction. Good idea, yeah!

And that's not all: there are still sometimes moving and sometimes stationair objects directly in your "flying" path. So, you got to
fly to the small end of track and you have to evade the obstacles. Both together is almost impossible which results either in death
by collision or death by not beeing able to hit the track.

On the positive side: the soundtrack is good.. I really like this particular expansion because of the cleric. I always play a paladin
when I can in fantasy games so this one was obligatory for me to pick up. Love the cleric and the expansion. My friend and I
love this game, especially because we can both play it at the same time (one using the VR, the other the controller)!
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